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International

Promoting human rights to advance gender equality since 1995

Masimanyane has grown from a small,
passionate grassroots organisation in to a
global voice for women.

2021 marks our 25th year of feminist action for
women’s rights.
Our dedicated team of professional and support staff make
an invaluable contribution to advancing the fight for equality,
dignity and the safety of all women, locally, nationally and on
the international stage.
Find us at 26 St Marks Road, Southernwood,
East London, South Africa
Call 043 743 9169
or visit our website

www.masimanyane.org.za

Twitter: @masimanyane
Facebook: Masimanyane Women’s Rights International

CELEBRATING

(YOU)TH

This issue is all about celebrating young
people – that’s YOU, me and all of us. So
we are giving young people a chance to
share all sorts of things in this issue. Yes,
it’s important for us to speak up, to be
able to raise our voices and be heard. We
know that the world is not perfect, in fact,
far from it. We don’t need to look too far
to see how many of us are struggling and
the mountain of injustices that continue
year after year. Our hope for the world lies
in young people speaking out, standing
up and taking action. When we speak

up, we take that first important step in making
the world a better place for all of us. Change is
happening which is thanks to you. With this in
mind, young people share how they are feeling,
what they are doing, what they think of the future
and what their plans are to make their dreams
possible. We also learn about the importance of
having your paperwork in order, whether it be
important documents you need to move forward in
a job or a bank account that really works for you.
We get inspired by community changemakers, like
Buhle Mikhail Ntsebeza, and entrepreneur Tina
Tshevu… who did the beautiful make-up for this
issue’s cover and fashion stars. We also promote
local up and coming fashion duo BAT Clothing,
take a stab at demystifying cryptocurrencies, and
lots, lots more.
Keep on reading so you don’t miss out on learning
a bit more about our cover stars, Abelo Tokwe and
Simlindile Mginqi, who just happen to be avid fans
and readers of YAKHA.
MUCH LOVE
THE YAKHA TEAM
(Aphiwe, Xolelwa, Unolali, Libhongo,
Lindokuhle and Spokazi)

HAVE
YOUR

SAY

CELEBRATING
ME
LINDO MSELE
HIT THE STREETS TO
ASK YOUNG PEOPLE
ABOUT THEMSELVES
AND THE FUTURE

ZINE BIKANI
FACILITATOR
AGE: 24 TUTURA

AYA JEZILE
STUDENT
AGE: 26 ALICE

I am at a point where I see things differently from last year and
in the process trying to discover my independence. In the future,
I see myself working, being independent and owning my own
empire. I will be living a happy life while helping others where I
can. To achieve all that, I will continue pushing myself even when
circumstances are against me, and I’ll constantly affirm myself that
the next day will be better.

I am a final year student volunteering at the sports department as
well as the LGBTI+ student society. Upon completion of this degree,
I will pursue a qualification in Social Sciences, which will enable me
to pursue my passion of working with young people. In the future,
I will own a sports and recreation NPO that promotes literacy and
behaviour change. Through volunteering, I plan on acquiring skills in
community engagement, project management, and monitoring and
evaluation.

SIBONGILE COPANI
MENTOR
AGE: 29 CENTANTE

BEAUTY SOBETWA
EMPLOYED
AGE: 29 STUTTERHEIM

I’m a Bumb’INGOMSO mentor and plan on starting my own
business selling bricks. As a mentor, I receive a stipend, which I
save so I’ll be able to rent a space for my business. With the profit
I make from selling bricks, I will be able to become independent.
I’ll move out of my parent’s home, start working on my home and
marry the woman of my dreams.

BAYANDA MKHETSHANA
YOUTH MENTOR
AGE: 28 NDAKANA
I have a family and children to support. I have doubted myself
because of my environment, however, by developing my skills, I
can create the best version of myself. I want to further my studies,
become a supportive husband and father, and own my own house.
I love working with people and upon achieving my goals, I will give
back to my community and help where I can.

I am currently working with young people as a mentor in my
community. In the future, I want to be a qualified teacher because
I discovered that I like working with children. I would like to move
to Port Alfred with my family, and have a big house and car. To
achieve these goals, I will work hard, earn money to cover my
tuition and earn a teaching qualification.

SIPHOSETHU SANDI
STUDENT
AGE: 27 AMALINDA
I am a B.Com Economics graduate, currently pursuing a Postgrad
Diploma in Applied Economics. In the future I see myself as an
economist in one of South Africa’s big banks, working to transform
the financial services sector. I would like to live in Johannesburg,
mainly because it is easier to grow in the corporate world there.
The type of person I plan on being is one who gives back and whilst
flourishing, I will make sure to fight for more women to enter this
space. I have already started by mentoring young high school girls
and undergrad students.
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ONWARDS
AND UPWARDS
(YOU)TH GO
YOUNG PEOPLE ARE AT THE FOREFRONT
OF CHANGE, ADAPTING TO NEW REALITIES
AND FINDING INNOVATIVE WAYS TO MAKE A
POSITIVE DIFFERENCE TO LIFE AS WE KNOW
IT. IN THE NEW NORMAL, YOUTH ARE DOING
EXACTLY THAT AND MORE.

If you were to look up the words ‘agile’,
‘adaptable’ and ‘innovative’ in the urban
dictionary, I’m pretty sure you’d find a picture
of young people. Why? Because these terms go
hand in hand with what youth do. What’s more
we make it look so easy.
The whole world has felt the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic, but if you look at how the
youth is adapting, you might think we’ve lived like
this all our lives. This is not to say that life has
been easy, far from it, but it shows that our youth
are go-getters. We have taken the future into our
own hands and made a way to keep
us going through it all.

MAKING YOUR MARK IN HISTORY
The digital age that we live in, has shown how
youth, from different backgrounds all around
the country, can come together and speak
up for their futures and livelihoods. Youth
have learnt to ask the right questions and
not back down until we see changes start to
show. We’ve seen people in power being held
accountable for their actions all around the
world. With voices and hashtags all chanting
#BlackLivesMatter and #FeesMustFall2021
truly showing that we really can make a
difference no matter where we are or where
we came from. That’s right each one of us has
a part to play in making a difference no matter
where we live. Each of our voices does matter,
some might even say our voices matter more
now than they ever have in history because
the times we live in are so different.
A CHANGING YOUTH IN CHANGING TIMES
Youth have always been activists, movers and
shakers, especially in our country. Although,
different times call for different needs, and this
is what differentiates the generations. While
the youth of 1976 were fighting for laws to be
changed and to have their future opportunities
increased by prioritising them in the law, the
youth of 2021 are fighting for those laws to be
implemented and for a real difference to start
happening. We were promised free education
for example, so now it needs to actually
happen.

FREEDOM
The struggle has always been for freedom, it’s
just freedom means different things to different
people. Our youth want to prioritise freedom of
expression as well, whether sexually, or in their
careers and how they spend their time. Young
people also don’t see the value in speeches
that yield no results, and are taking it upon
themselves to create the future they want to
live in.
PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Education has taught us what really matters
and what doesn’t. What this means, is that
our youth are much closer to creating the
future they want than any generation of youth
in history. This is not to say the struggles of
youth in the past were not important, these
have gotten us to where we are which is a
huge step forward. Our education has allowed
us to see where the gaps are and find the
best solutions to fill them. Once young people
of all races, backgrounds and communities
around the country truly come together and
support each other in these solutions, we will
be unstoppable. We now have technological
innovations that have made our lives so much
easier, we can only imagine what is to come in
the future. With young people at the forefront
of these innovations and developments, the
great news is that it’s in our hands to make
our dreams a reality. Once we have imagined a
thing, it should be our job to make it a reality.

We really do have the power, we just need to
realise it and figure out what to do with this
power.
AN ACTIVE ROLE IN YOUR LIFE
Youth activism will always have an important
role in society. When young people come
together with the same cause and objective
in mind, amazing things start to happen. The
role of youth, in any generation, is to see what
is hindering us from a bright future, what is
a hurdle to our development, what injustices
are getting by without culprits being held
accountable, and finding solutions. The role
of the youth is not to back down, but to call
for change when it is necessary, even if their
voices tremble sometimes. More importantly,
youth have the role of deciding what they want
for themselves, and reaching for the stars in
achieving their dreams.
Stay on course, stay focused and find
solutions where others see problems.
You are the difference, become the change
you want to see.

PREPARING FOR THE FUTURE
Education has taught us what really matters
and what doesn’t. What this means, is that
our youth are much closer to creating the
future they want than any generation of youth
in history. This is not to say the struggles of
youth in the past were not important, these
have gotten us to where we are which is a
huge step forward. Our education has allowed
us to see where the gaps are and find the
best solutions to fill them. Once young people
of all races, backgrounds and communities
around the country truly come together and
support each other in these solutions, we will
be unstoppable. We now have technological
innovations that have made our lives so much
easier, we can only imagine what is to come in
the future. With young people at the forefront
of these innovations and developments, the
great news is that it’s in our hands to make
our dreams a reality. Once we have imagined a
thing, it should be our job to make it a reality.
We really do have the power, we just need
to realise it and figure out what to do with
this power.

AN ACTIVE ROLE IN YOUR LIFE
Youth activism will always have an important
role in society. When young people come
together with the same cause and objective
in mind, amazing things start to happen. The
role of youth, in any generation, is to see what
is hindering us from a bright future, what is
a hurdle to our development, what injustices
are getting by without culprits being held
accountable, and finding solutions. The role
of the youth is not to back down, but to call
for change when it is necessary, even if their
voices tremble sometimes. More importantly,
youth have the role of deciding what they want
for themselves, and reaching for the stars in
achieving their dreams.
Stay on course, stay focused and find
solutions where others see problems. You are
the difference, become the change you want
to see.

YOUTHFUL
VOICES

MAMOLEFE MOLEFE (23)

LWAZI TSHABALALA (18)

I’m making sure that I don’t limit myself to one
hobby or expertise in order to make a brighter
future for myself. The youth is much more
aware of things that need to be done to protect
our futures. We are more actionable; now all we
need is the political power.

I am furthering my studies in fields where I
know my skills will always be required. I also
plan on finding a job to do over weekends so
that I can pay my nursing school fees and be
independent, but especially to be able to take
care of my aunt. Sometimes it feels like there
isn’t hope, but what I know for sure is that
education is the pillar to a bright future.
Through education youth around the world
will be equipped to create a life that is happy
and rewarding.

#YOUTH

NTOBEKO ZONDO (27)
It’s mostly a mental thing, I want to take charge of my own
life and be responsible for my future. I’ve been employed
since I was 21 to ensure I achieve financial freedom.
Technology is proof that what we imagine can turn into
a reality. There will always be hope for the future if we
understand that it takes time and perseverance. We need
to prioritise ourselves and find ways to turn our dreams
into a reality. The gap is closing and we’re seeing more of a
difference in things like racism.
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#BeMore

AN ACTIVIST
BY STANDING UP, SPEAKING OUT AND TAKING ACTION
WE CAN STOP MANY SOCIAL INJUSTICES. BE AN
ACTIVIST AND ADVOCATE FOR CHANGE

OUR PART
Each one of us has to play our part in the fight
against injustices, from the young person in
the community to the president. And, every
generation has its own struggles and social
ills that need to be addressed. We now live
in a democratic country but right now our
struggles are gender-based violence (GBV),
high fees for education, youth unemployment,
the lack of service delivery in communities and
many more. Movements like #FeesMustFall or
#TotalShutdown driven or led by young people
are bringing about change.

STOPPING GBV
GBV is a huge societal problem which is why
it is encouraged that we all be activists in our
small little corners and advocate for change.
We need to change human behaviour and we
need to change how institutions like SAPS
and hospitals respond to victims of violence
and abuse. This is a very important aspect
of activism to avoid things like secondary
victimisation. People who respond first must
be aware of how to handle cases of abuse
and rape to be sensitive, and also to collect
evidence properly to avoid cases being thrown
out of court.
“Youth voice in activism is important as it
is instrumental in driving social change,
advocating for the rights of women
and girls, promoting access to quality
healthcare, education and gender equality.
Thus, bringing about development in our
society.” - Ekpokpobe Oghenekeno Joshua
(Nigeria): Global Youth Ambassador
WHY AN ACTIVIST?
Being an activist is an individual choice
usually fuelled by witnessing social ills. Others
decide to be activists because of personal
experiences, for example if they were raped
how their case was handled. Many problems
can be solved by individuals but for most a
community is needed, civil society is needed,
and government institutions are also needed.

WHAT CAN WE DO?*
•	Get your community to act and be actively
involved in preventing GBV.
•	Develop agency among girls and young
women to address unequal power relations
that exist between men and women.
•	Encourage women affected by GBV to
report this and for the institutions and your
communities to respond and support them
when they do.
Being an activist is important. Young people
are our future leaders and we need you to
challenge the status quo.

#ACTIVISM
	
*Adapted from strategies used by
Masimanyane to fight against
gender based violence

DOCUMENTED
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WE ALL HAVE TO BE DOCUMENTED AND BE ABLE
TO BE IDENTIFIED FOR AS LONG AS WE ARE ALIVE.
TO MAKE LIFE A LITTLE EASIER KEEP THESE DOCS IN
A SAFE PLACE AND HAVE THEM READY
WHEN YOU NEED THEM.

As a citizen in South Africa you need to have
at least the following three documents: a Birth
Certificate, a Road to Health booklet (clinic
card) and an Identity Document (ID). Even
when you die other documents need to be
completed, like a Form BI-1663, after which a
death certificate is issued.
It is important for you to get documented
and to make sure that that your siblings
and children are documented as well. The
process is a lot easier when done on time
and documenting of citizens falls under the
Department of Home Affairs (DHA). Let’s
unpack why you need these documents,
starting with the first ones you get.

CRUCIAL
			 DOCUMENTS
BIRTH CERTIFICATE
All children born in South Africa must be
registered within 30 days of their birth
(Births and Deaths Registration Act, 1992).
A parent or guardian, must complete a
Form BI-24 and submit it to the nearest
DHA office. Fortunately, most hospitals now
have Home Affairs offices so many babies
are registered the day they are born and
can get their certificate there, which makes
it much easier. The certificate is free, but if
registration is done late there are charges and
other requirements that are needed. A birth
certificate has your ID number on it and is
your official documentation until you receive
your ID document. It is needed to have access
to many services offered by the government
such as the child support grant. The parent or
guardian of the child will also need to have an
ID to apply for this grant. A birth certificate is
also needed for enrolling in school and until
you are 18 years old it is a requirement to
cross South Africa’s borders. Oh and it needs
to be the unabridged version, that’s the long
version, which gets issued now, but if you
don’t have one go get one – it makes life so
much easier.

ROAD TO HEALTH BOOKLET (CLINIC CARD)
When a child is born they are given this free
booklet from the health facility to take home
with them. It’s important to keep it safe and
bring it back for every appointment with the
doctor or nurse after that. The card stores
medical information about the child such as
their growth and health, including vaccinations
that they have had so far. It is updated at
every visit by the healthcare workers. This
information is important and the card is
needed even when a child is being registered
at a pre-school or at primary school.
IDENTITY DOCUMENT
You can get an identity document (ID) when
you turn 16 and it’s important to get it as soon
as you can. It’s a legal form of identity when
dealing with any institution, whether public
or private. In some places you may need to
show your ID for identification purposes to
enter or collect something. Learners also
need to have either their Birth Certificate or
an ID to be able to write their National Senior
Certificate exams and also to apply to a
tertiary institution. To apply for one is free and
you will need to complete a BI-9 form and take
along a certified copy of your birth certificate.
Also colour photographs for the temporary ID.
Lastly, fingerprints will be taken by a
DHA official.

OTHER USEFUL DOCUMENTS
As you grow and progress in life the need
for more documentation intensifies as they
become increasingly useful to take advantage
of more and better opportunities. You’ll be able
to access a greater number of educational,
economic and recreational opportunities.
These documents are extras, and a person
can survive without them. But, as an example,
if you don’t have a passport you stand a
chance of losing out on those once in a
lifetime opportunities, like being picked to go
to New York to attend a Commission on the
Status of Women (CSW) session. My colleague
and one of our beneficiaries went.
DRIVER’S LICENSE
 aving a driver’s license is becoming a need
H
for work, even for personal reasons, for
instance, buying a car for your own comfort
and convenience to get around. Some entry
level jobs even require you to have a driver’s
license. Also, having your license at a young
age decreases your car insurance premium
which is an added financial benefit.

PASSPORT
A passport is issued by your country of
citizenship for international travel and it
certifies the identity and nationality of the
holder. You need one to leave and enter
any country across the world whether it be
for business or pleasure. Some managerial
positions even require you to have a passport
as well. Having a passport may seem like a
waste right now since travel has reduced with
various international borders being closed
at times to limit the spread of Covid-19.
However, it is still important to have one.
You will need to complete Form DHB-73,
have your original ID and a copy, colour
photographs (not needed at smartcard offices
as images are captured digitally) and lastly pay
the fee for the passport. Adult passports are
valid for 10 years and children’s for five years
so you will also have to renew these, generally
six months before the passport expires.
Many countries also require you to have a
visa in your passport before being able to
enter that country and some carry a hefty fee.
Sometimes these can be issued and paid for
at the border of that country, other times you
will need to apply at that country’s consulate
or embassy office, whilst other countries visa
application process is all online.

BANK ACCOUNT
Gone are the days when money was sent via
post or cash handed over, and having a bank
account is one of the easier options to send
and access money. You’ll also need your ID,
or birth certificate if under 16, to open a bank
account.
SAFE KEEPING
All these documents have to be kept safe
at all times from the child’s birth certificate
to your passport. It’s also wise to keep hard
copies and also online copies, just to be safe.
Sadly there are people out there who steal
these documents but it’s also easy for them
to get damaged if not stored in a safe place.
It is also important to not lose any documents
because getting them re-issued is a daunting
exercise that requires a lot of paperwork and
can be quite costly. The queues at DHA and
Department of Social Development (DSD)
offices are quite long so, this should be
motivation enough to not lose any of these
important documents.
Department of Home Affairs
dha.gov.za
0800 60 11 90

BUMB'INGOMSO
WORKLINK PRESENTS:

dreamXchange is a
WEB PORTAL that
connects people
with other people by
offering simple,
user-friendly
functionality
through which
ANYONE can share
work opportunities,
training and tools of
the trade, to help
EVERYONE become
economically
active.

Visit www.dreamxchange.co.za
and be a part of the wave.
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EXPRESS
YOURSELF

WRITING HELPS US TO EXPRESS WHAT WE
ARE FEELING, PLAN OUR NEXT STEPS AND
HELPS US TO COME UP WITH SOLUTIONS TO
PROBLEMS. GIVE IT A TRY.
Have you ever been in a situation where you
are so furious and feel like risking everything
just to prove to that person who made you
angry that you are also capable of causing
them just as much, or more, pain as they
caused you? On the contrary, have you ever
written a text message or letter, then taken
the time to think it through and given yourself
time to edit it and tone it down, leading to the
problem being resolved and handled in a calm
and respectful manner. That tells us so much
about the importance of writing.

Writing is not only useful in problem solving
but also expressing ourselves and our
thoughts about everything. IKHWELOLethu
provides a platform for young people to
express themselves and their identity through
poetry. Poetry is one of the most creative and
simple forms of writing. Through poetry, you
can share your thoughts in a very light-hearted
and free manner.
Young people are encouraged to send their
poems and other writings to us – whether it’s
on WhatsApp or various other communication
platforms. We are delighted to share some
pieces from a young reader, Lisolethu Cotyi
(14) from Amalinda in East London.
THE MOTIVATION THAT I GET FROM PLANTS
In my life, I have been motivated by the way
plants grow and survive.
Plants go through hard times and good times.
Plants go through rainy days, through
thunderstorms and times when they are
destroyed by different animals, yet they
survive all of that.
The most beautiful flowers and plants are
those that have experienced many rainy days
and thunderstorms.
This is because, those rains and storms were
not meant to destroy the plants but to make
them strong and that is exactly the life I live in
order for me to survive.
My point is In my life, I struggled but yet I have

not given up.
Sometimes, I cry whenever I am hurt
but through all that I think about the life plants
live and get motivated.
They help me remember that all these
challenges that I face in my life are meant to
build me and make me stronger.
Fellow South Africans, we must all know
that in this life we will face hard times in our
families, our friends and at school too, but
those struggles should not destroy us but help
us to become stronger than we are today.

IF LIFE WAS A GAME
If life was a game I would let you play
but life is real.
You know what I’ve learnt in this statement?
I’ve learnt that life is a game
but it’s your choice how you gonna play it.
As you know when you are playing cards,
sometimes you win
but sometimes you lose
and that’s exactly how life is.
There are times where you will be happy
and times where you will be hurt.
But in all of that it’s your choice
whether to quit or not.
My point is life is already a game
so it’s your choice again
whether you will let people play your life or
you will play it.

FIND OUT MORE
Call 0800 555 558 or
043 721 0055
WhatsApp 060 564 0918
www.bumbingomso.co.za

TIME OUT

BOOKS

Record Label: Warner Music South Africa

HOTTEST
TUNES

THETHA
[Entity MusiQ &
Lil Mo Feat. Phelokazi]

So glad that these guys
hooked up ‘cos this is one
Amapiano smash that we
simply can’t get enough
of right now. Entity MusiQ
& Lil Mo’s signature
staccato trumpets sounds
and the bewitching voice
of vocalist Phelokazi is a
match made in heaven.
If you haven’t already
streamed it do yourself
a favour and do so now.
Eagerly looking forward to
EP release, please don’t
keep us waiting too long!

Publisher: Porcupine Press

BOOKS TO LOSE YOURSELF IN

(Review: Kay Lani)

HUMAN FACTOR
YOUNG PEOPLE
OPEN MINDS
[DGMT]

I would be lying if I said it did not
shift my mindset a bit and left
me wanting to read more. The
first pages talk more on identity
and what makes one’s identity. It
is fully explained with conviction
that as young people, those born
post 1994, we do not really know
who we are. This is because our
generation has already been
given terms, but those terms do
not represent our reality. The rest
of the publication presents the
stories of black youth and white
youth challenging our assumptions.
The power of storytelling and
advocating using visual art is an
important factor that is touched
on in the book with young
people voicing their opinions on
information overload, Black Tax,
uniqueness and influencing. Read
it. Get yourself a copy or read it
online https://the-human-factor3.
dgmt.co.za

COVER STARS
Abelo and Simlindile reached out to us on
YAKHA’s Facebook page. Here’s a bit of what
they shared with us which is why they are on
this issue’s cover.
ABELO TOKWE (23)
I grew up in Mdantsane N.U.1, and as
much as I don’t have full control over the
situation I’ve always been concerned
about the issues affecting my brothers
and sisters in our community. Crime,
substance abuse, homicide, early
pregnancy, unemployment and many more
have been the major issue
affecting the youth. To keep
myself away from bad habits
and off the streets I had to
learn to discipline myself at a
young age. I started practicing
boxing as a child and regularly
attending church attendant
and today I still maintain
these developing a
passion for both. I’m
also passionate about
youth, social and
community development
and these past few
years I have been
inviting young people
into the church and

to the gym as a source of protection and
discipline. So that they too can be inspired
and be the best versions of themselves. I
have a Facebook group, “Abel T” showing
how we can help and serve each other as a
community. My short-term goal is to open a
charity to care for abandoned children and
teenagers in my community.
SIMLINDILE MGINQI (25)
I’m an Electrical Engineering student from
Walter Sisulu University. I’m currently
looking for in-service training to complete
my Diploma. I am also the founder and
director of an organisation called
The Rise Child Organisation
which was launched in 2018.
We are a team that is very
passionate about community
service and we serve the
homeless and less
fortunate in our area.
We also work with
street children and
youth who are
exposed to drugs,
supporting and
helping them to
change. For almost
four years we have
been operating
in Southernwood
Park serving
our community
successfully and
with passion.

ART

PURE
POETRY

ABOUT THE POET
ASEMAHLE NTOZAKE (16)
Greetings my name is Asemahle Ntozake and
I’m 16. I’m from East London Ncera Village 4.
I started writing poems when I was 14. I take
a look at everything around me then a heading
comes to mind and I write it down. I always
quote from my heart.
I believe writing from my heart can bring out
the best in me as it defines my inner being. The
person that no one knows lies right inside my
poems, and I write poems that everyone can
relate to, so it’s not just me.

PURE
POETRY
BY ASEMAHLE NTOZAKE

I AM PEACE SO PLEASE COME FIND ME
I reside in a heart with no grudge
I reside in a heart with no hatred
I reside in a heart with no temperament
I hasten to begrudge
I hasten to hate
I hasten to be tempted
I am peace and I’m a resident in your heart
I’m deep, deep down
In the depths of your heart
Search and search for me
you will find me
I hid myself from you
Your heart was troubled I decided to stumble
Your heart was weary I decided to wear it
I’m trying to come up
to the surface
I’m trying to climb up
Where your warmth is
I come up
You cool down
I climb some more
You’re definitely calm
I am peace so please, come find me

HAVE A POEM TO SHARE?
Send your poem with a short
paragraph about yourself, a
photo and your contact details to:
WhatsApp 083 601 8227

PHOTOS
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CLOTHING
BAT CLOTHING PTY LTD
AND JAM CLOTHING
HAIR
SIYA’S HAIR STUDIO
LOCATION
KING WILLIAM’S TOWN
(QUZINI LOCATION)
STYLIST
UNOLALI
MAKEUP
NUVO INK PTY LTD
MODELS
LWANDILE TOLE
NOSIBULELO MALI
KAMVELIHLE BILI
KHANYILE MBUSI

FASHION

ACTIVE
AND LOCAL

LWANDILE TOLE (24)
MY STYLE: I’m more formal/casual, though
I’m leaning towards more formal these days as
I like people to take me seriously.
FASHION TRENDS: I’m not really into the
current trends but like how fashion has
evolved.
STYLE ICON: Michael B Jordan. His style
is apart from most, a mix of old formal and
current streetwear.

KAMVELIHLE BILI (19)

MY STYLE: I love classy clothes… the dress up and put on
your heels type of a person. But, I’m also very flexible.
CLOTHES AND PERSONALITY: People tend to assume
someone’s personality by the way that they dress but this
isn’t always the case.
STYLE ICON: Boity Thulo. That lady has class and she
knows her style.
TIP: Have your own style and do not dress up to only
impress the community but to also feel good and confident.

KHANYILE MBUSI (27)

PERSONAL STYLE: I like my wardrobe to be full of options
from formal to smart casual, to streetwear, so different
styles. My style personality says I’m a person who mixes
with everyone, talks to everyone and is open minded.
TRENDS: I’m not really a follower of what people wear
or don’t wear. I love having my own style and you’ll find
everything in my wardrobe.
STYLE ICON: Kanye West. I like the fact that he sets trends
and designs his own things.
FASHION TIP: Be confident, be free, be bold and wear what
suits you. Set your own trend.

NOSIBULELO MALI (18)

MY STYLE: I go for more formal looks because they
enhance my mood. I also dress according to my mood, so
people think I am a complex character, which I’m not.
TRENDS: The latest fashion trends have been about what
you’re comfortable in and promoting body positivity. Baggy
clothes have been trending.
STYLE ICON: Bonang Matheba. Glamorous!
FASHION TIP: It’s ‘okay’ to move with fashion but don’t let
your fashion sense be influenced by peers. Rather wear
clothes you’re most comfortable in and will still be able to
wear in years to come.

THE DESIGNERS: BANELE BEKIZULU (27) & TEMBILE STAMPU (25)

BAT CLOTHING

“BAT” stands for Banele and Tembile. The name has no deeper meaning but clearly
reflects us as the owners and designers of the brand. We come from King William’s
Town however the fashion-making started apha e_East London with the idea
originating back in 2016!
Facebook - BAT CLOTHING PTY LTD
Instagram - @batclothingsa
Twitter - @batstreetwear
Banele 064 9333 872 or Tembile 064 608 5125

OPPORTUNITIES

TO WORK

THE NEW WORLD OF WORK IS FULL OF
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THOSE WHO ARE NOT
AFRAID TO CHANGE
The good news is that a lot of companies are
still actively hiring even during this time and,
more than ever, they need to fill essential roles.
Now is also a great time to start your own side
hustle to meet new needs that are arising in your
community as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic!

WHERE DO YOU LOOK FOR OPPORTUNITIES?
SAYouth.mobi is a zero-rated platform
where young South Africans can access job
opportunities, find ways to earn an income,
learn new skills and stay engaged. All for FREE,
no data needed. Register at SAYouth.mobi to
engage with hundreds of opportunities in
your area.
Did you know that the pandemic has unlocked
great hustling opportunities all over South Africa?
Yes! You can start your own business and earn
an income – who knows, you might even be able
to employ someone else too.
Think about products and services that people
in your community can no longer access due
to the pandemic. For example; why not deliver
groceries to people in your community, or sell
makeup and hair accessories door to door. Talk
to your friends and family, keep your eyes open
and see if there is a gap that you can fill by
starting a small business.
STAY MOTIVATED
Staying positive through unemployment and the
pandemic is no simple task.
Here are a few tips to get you going:

TAKE CARE OF YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
Eat right and stay fit. When you look good on
the outside it is easier to feel good on the inside.
Avoid completely isolating yourself or staying in
the house.
POSITIVE THINKING
Change your perspective – getting denied for a
job is not always a reflection on you. It can be
for any number of reasons beyond your control.
Look into hustling and volunteering to keep you
busy.
PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE
Prepare and practice for interviews.
Practice your interview skills with friends
who may be able to point out improvements
that you cannot see. Look up typical interview
questions and prepare answers for them.
Update your CV and LinkedIn page.
INVEST IN YOUR SKILL SET
Looking for a job is your job right now. To be
good at your job you need education and
training. While you are searching for a new job,
some people find the extra time allows them to
do webinars, training, FREE courses, or classes
that will help with the development of new skills.
This is your big opportunity to learn and grow.

STAY CONNECTED
Connecting with others who have shared life
experiences is a great way to build networks.
Remember that there is no shame in asking for
assistance. Use your social media connections
to let them know you are looking for work.
Keep engaging on Facebook, and LinkedIn for
opportunities.
CONSIDER TEMPORARY WORK, HUSTLING, OR
FREELANCING
Don’t like that CV gap? Make it disappear by
adding temporary projects or freelancing to your
work record. It is a great way to make money
while unemployed.
VOLUNTEERING
Volunteering experience looks great on a
resume. It is also a wonderful way to contribute
to your favourite cause, stay busy, connect with
other professionals, and deepen your sense of
gratitude for what you have.
KEEP AN OPEN MIND TO NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Finding a job right now requires a lot of
persistence and patience, and that might mean
taking a position outside of your preferred area,
just to get you by. The pandemic has already
led to many new types of jobs, such as contact
tracers and temperature checkers. Consider
applying for those emerging jobs and find
ways to transfer over your current skills and
experience.

BE PERSISTENT AND APPLY OFTEN
LEAR
Opportunity is everywhere, even in a time as
difficult as a lockdown. Starting a hustle is about
seeing problems as opportunities, seeing your STUDY
skills or possessions as assets, and seeing
I need emo
yourself as a problem-solver!

SU

Even when things may be uncertain use the time
to prepare and adapt so you are ready when
opportunity knocks.
ONLINE COURSES

Call us toll-free between 9a
Email us on support@sayo
Chat to us on Facebook Mes

	
These platforms are free to use; however,
some charge a fee when you want a certificate.
Funzi
EdX
FutureLearn
Coursera
www.free.regenesys.net
www.activateacademy.org.za
www.alison.com

WHERE TO FIND JOBS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO EARN?

Resister on sayouth.mobi
(100% FREE, no data needed!)
or
Call Harambee’s toll-free line at 0800 72 72 72 for
assistance.

TALENTED
TINA
VIBRANT, TALENTED AND
BEAUTIFUL, TINA TSHEVU (35)
IS THE BRAINS BEHIND THE
NUVO INK BRAND. WE HAD A
Q&A WITH HER ABOUT BEING
A BUSINESS WOMAN AND
CELEBRATING HER SUCCESS.

THE EARLY DAYS
I’m the first born of three girls and come from
e-Toleni near Gcuwa (Butterworth). I grew up in
ku-Centane where my mom was working, later
moving to Amalinda in East London. I’ve always
been reserved and drawn to myself. However, I
found a great thrill in playing a lot with my dolls.
Revamping their wardrobe, making their clothes
by hand and chopping and changing their
hairstyles nurtured my creativity.
YOUR BUSINESS JOURNEY
I realised that my interests had all the potential to
come to life in a business and in 2014 Nuvo Ink
was born. Since then nothing has stood in my
way. The business model has always been driven
by bringing convenience to our clients.

It started with offering personal shopping
services and packages for matric dances
and graduations. The Eastern Cape market
responded positively to makeup consultations
and that then became the primary need that
grew Nuvo Ink.
NUVO INK
Nuvo Ink is a brand that gives clients knowledge
about products and offers personalised
consultations on fashion, styling and makeup.
During the Covid-19 lockdown, Nuvo Ink birthed
its very own cosmetic line: the innovative
magnetic eyeliner, mink eyelashes, makeup
sponges and other tools that make applying
makeup a breeze. This led to Nuvo Ink opening
the Beauty Bar: a cosmetic counter for clients
needing to have easy access to the products
offered in the cosmetic line.
HIGHLIGHTS
My biggest highlight right now is opening shelf
space for other brands to have their products
sold at the Nuvo Ink Beauty Bar. I’m quite
excited about this venture. Nothing tops it at the
moment.
CHALLENGES
The Covid-19 pandemic. It has been a bittersweet time for the entire world that needs one to
be optimistic. The lesson learnt is that you are

as good as your last client each day. Your work
speaks for you in this line of work.
MOST MEMORABLE MAKEOVER
I don’t have just one most memorable makeover.
All my clients’ reactions at the end of each
consultation is just priceless. This motivates me
to push even harder.
WORDS OF ADVICE
To make it in this industry, you need to be hungry
for product knowledge. Makeup brands come up
with different formulations and new products for
the market to tap into all the time. That means
you need to continuously learn how to perfect
their art. Being customer oriented will also take
you far.
FAVOURITE FOOD
A good steak with an egg,
bacon and avocado.
I love my meat!

Web: nuvoink.co.za
Twitter: @NuVo_Ink
Instagram:
@nuvoink_beautybar

OTHER INTERESTS
Outside of my Nuvo Ink
responsibilities, I create content.
It’s work too but more relaxed.
THE FUTURE
I’m gonna have to keep you in suspense…
I cannot share yet but a lot is in store for my
beloved clients.
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CRYPTOCURRENCY
OR CRYPTIC CURRENCY?

‘CRYPTOCURRENCY’ IS A BUZZWORD THAT’S BEEN
DOING THE ROUNDS, BUT WHAT IS IT EXACTLY?
THIS CRYPTIC TERM IS USED TO DESCRIBE
DIGITAL MONEY. LET’S FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
HOW IT WORKS.
‘Money makes the world go round’ and
‘money is the root of all evil’ are just two of
the many statements we always hear about
money. Love it or hate it, money has the
power to make a big difference in our lives.
Over time we’ve seen money change from
the old bartering system to paper and metal
money, but more recently we’re seeing a rise
in digital money. Cryptocurrency, as it’s called,
is something we hear about more and more in
the media and in our circles but does anybody
really know what it means?

We spoke to Thabiso Dhlula, a CA student at the
University of Johannesburg, to unpack it for us.
WHAT IS THIS DIGITAL CURRENCY WE HEAR ABOUT?
Cryptocurrencies are a type of currency that is
created, used or stored on the internet. These
currencies allow for transactions to happen
in real time and across borders, which is
something many of our banks aren’t able to do,
at such a low cost. The reason they are called
cryptocurrencies is because it isn’t physical
money, and they are on a computer network
that creates, secures and verifies transactions
through cryptography. These digital currencies
can be traded 24/7 and can sometimes be
traded for other currencies.
WHAT KIND OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES ARE THERE?
There are over 7 000 cryptocurrencies that
are listed on CoinMarketCap. The different
cryptocurrencies have different qualities as
they serve different purposes. Some are even
designed as upgrades from existing older
cryptocurrencies, the same way we upgrade
how our money looks. Virtual currencies are
a type of cryptocurrency that can be used for
purchases in internet communities such as
gaming communities. They often don’t hold value
outside of those communities. There are also
tokens, stablecoins, proof of work coins (these
include Bitcoin and Ethereum) as well as proof of

stake coins. These cryptocurrencies are mined,
stored and exchanged on a digital technology
called blockchain, and each transaction is stored
permanently and cannot be removed or changed
once it’s on blockchain.
HOW WOULD CRYPTOCURRENCIES AFFECT MY ‘MONEY’?
There are many great things about
cryptocurrencies, especially in our digital age.
Some of the benefits include decentralisation,
which means that the value is not decided on by
the banks or a certain authority. Cryptocurrency
offers privacy because the accounts don’t have
to be linked to your profile. It can be a made-up
identity. It is also quicker to make transfers, and
costs much less than what a bank would charge.
Some cryptocurrencies have a limited supply
which means they are more scarce (less of them)
and therefore more valuable, like a limited-edition
item.
THINGS TO WATCH OUT FOR?
While there are great things about
cryptocurrencies, there are also some
disadvantages. One of the biggest issues is that
the transaction data is permanent and can’t be
changed, so if you send a crypto to the wrong
wallet you aren’t able to reverse it. Another
similar issue is that if you lose your private keys,
the password to your crypto wallet, you wouldn’t
be able to recover your account, or your money.

There are also a lot of environmental costs to
ensure the data is updated (these are called
mining costs), and the privacy means that there
is room for a lot of illegal transactions that are
very hard to track. It’s important to weigh up
all the benefits and potential disadvantages of
having a crypto account before opening one and
investing in it.
WHAT ARE SOME TRENDS TO LOOK OUT FOR WITH
CRYPTOCURRENCIES?
There will definitely be growth in how many
people and institutions start taking up and
including cryptocurrencies into their lives
and business. Crypto will be used to pay for
transactions and recognised as an acceptable
method of payment. In our country, Pick n Pay
had cryptocurrency ATMs in 2017 to allow
shoppers to pay using certain crypto. PayPal and
Square also allow their users to buy and trade
certain cryptocurrencies on their networks. In
countries where certain currencies have lost their
value, some citizens will turn to cryptocurrency.
There is also a possibility that some countries
will ban cryptocurrencies to maintain control over
money supply, especially because there isn’t any
legislation on how cryptocurrencies will be taxed
in some countries.

WHERE CAN WE FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
CRYPTOCURRENCIES?
Any of these sites will help you gain more of an
understanding:
www.nerdwallet.com/article/investing/
cryptocurrency-7-things-to-know
Bitcoin.org
CoinDesk
Investopedia

WHAT YOU

HAD TO SAY…
ZAKITHI THOMO (21)
“Cryptocurrencies are an
electronic currency. You
are able to transfer it using
data on the internet. I
recently found out about
it, and discovered that
things like bitcoin are also
cryptocurrencies. It isn’t
physical money, but its
money. It is a great way to
open up your investment
options and is a new and
different thing, so it’s
exciting.”
NORMAN KIROFA (25)
“I hear people talk about
cryptocurrency but I don’t
know what it is, how it
works or what it does. I
think it’s to do with digital
investments.”

MIKOVHE MULAUDZI (28)
“I know nothing at all. I
thought it was a term used
to discuss stocks but I
honestly don’t know what
cryptocurrency is or how
it works. It’s a word I’m
hearing more and more
recently especially since
lockdown. I just wish
I knew what it was.”

WORDS: LIBHONGO NTOYAM
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BABY
THERE’S LOTS TO CONSIDER WHEN CHOOSING THE RIGHT
CONTRACEPTIVE FOR YOU. UNDERSTANDING THE PROS
AND CONS OF EACH METHOD IS IMPORTANT.
HOW CAN I PREVENT UNWANTED PREGNANCY?
A wide range of contraception options is available
at health facilities, both Department of Health
(DOH) and private. Ask your healthcare provider
for information to help you make an informed
decision on which method best suits your needs.
You can also request and use contraceptives
without permission from either your parents or
partner.

CONTRACEPTION OPTIONS
Make sure to choose one of the many options
available that offers you the best protection for
your lifestyle.
MALE AND FEMALE CONDOMS
Condoms are the only method that offers
protection from both sexually transmitted
diseases (STDs) and pregnancy. Condoms
are also free at clinics and are affordable at
pharmacies and shops.
HORMONE PATCHES
This contraceptive is a sticker that you apply to
your lower and upper body for 3 weeks.
ORAL CONTRACEPTION
These pills are taken once a day at the same
time. There are two main types of pills: combined
oral contraceptive and progestogen-only
contraceptive pills.

CONTRACEPTIVE INJECTION
There are two types of injections: Nur-Isterate,
which works for two months and Depo Provera or
Petogen which lasts for three months.
INTRAUTERINE DEVICE
An IUD is a small device that is put into a woman’s
uterus by a specially trained professional.
Hormonal IUDs are effective for three to five years
and 10 years for copper IUDs.
EMERGENCY CONTRACEPTION
Is used to prevent pregnancy after unprotected
sex, when contraception malfunctions (like a
condom breaking) or after a sexual assault.
Emergency contraception is given together with
post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) - a medicine to
prevent HIV.
SUBDERMAL IMPLANTS (IMPLANON)
An implant is a small plastic rod that’s placed
under the skin of the upper arm by a trained
professional. The Implanon is effective for
three years.
ADVANTAGES
•	Condoms prevent STIs, HIV and unwanted
pregnancies
•	Condoms, oral pill and injectables are free at
health facilities
•	The hormone patch and oral pill can prevent
menstrual cramps and reduce acne
•	IUDs and Implanon can prevent pregnancy for
a minimum of three years

DISADVANTAGES
•	Condoms can break if used or stored
incorrectly
•	Possibility of migraines, irregular menstrual
cycle and weight gain when using hormonal
contraception
•	If you smoke, the combination of nicotine and
hormonal contraceptives is known to increase
the risk of blood clots, heart attacks and
strokes
IS IT POSSIBLE FOR MY CONTRACEPTIVE TO STOP
WORKING?
There are some medications that may cause
contraceptives to be less effective. It is important
to let your healthcare provider know which
medications you’re taking so that while treating
you they can give you the right information for
you. The same goes for the pharmacist when you
get over-the-counter medicines.
HIV MEDICATION
Some ARVs such as Nevirapine and Lopinavir
are known to make hormonal birth control
less effective. However, there are many other
antiretroviral drugs that do not, and your
healthcare provider will prescribe the correct
ARVs.ICS
Most common antibiotics are absolutely fine
to take with hormonal birth control. The one
exception is Rifampicin which is used to treat TB
or meningitis.

SEIZURE MEDICATION OR MOOD STABILISERS
Medicines commonly used by people who
have epilepsy or bipolar disorder such as
anticonvulsants, sleep aids and mood stabilisers,
have also been known to interfere with
contraceptives.
ANTIFUNGAL MEDICATIONS
Some medications that are used to treat yeast
infection, ringworm and athlete’s foot have been
known to interfere with the efficacy of birth
control.
PROTECTION?
No contraceptive is 100% effective which
is why dual protection is recommended.
There’s a higher chance of preventing
unwanted pregnancy and STI’s when
using condoms together with another
contraceptive.
WHERE CAN I GO?
DOH clinics and Community Health Centres
provide all contraceptives, except the hormone
patch, for free. The B-wise website also as a tool
to help you decide on a suitable contraceptive.
MORE INFO
Go to your nearest community clinic
Bumb’INGOMSO Call centre: 0800 5555 58
www.bwisehealth.com

BLN GOING
DIGITAL
WE’VE REINVENTED AND CHANGED
BOTH OUR PERSONAL AND WORK LIVES
FOR MORE THAN A YEAR NOW DUE TO
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, AND BLN
HAS HAD TO CHANGE AS WELL. RIGHT
NOW, OUR MENTORS, MEMBERS AND
PARTICIPANTS ARE OUR TOP PRIORITY.
WORDS: UNOLALI
PHOTOS: 0077 PHOTOGRAPHY
MAKE-UP: ZHEN BEAUTY

FLIPPING THE SCRIPT
The Bumb’INGOMSO Leadership Network’s
(BLN) usual style of work to serve members
and grow the network is through personally
talking, engaging, meeting and holding events
throughout BCMM and parts of Amathole DM.
But, we’ve been relearning and flipping the
script and have built up a whole new skill set
so that we can still continue to provide help to
girls and young women, while of course still
keeping everyone safe and adhering to the
Covid-19 safety measures.

TECHNOLOGY SAVVY
We’ve become tech savvy and have been
teaching our mentors how to use technology
wisely, whilst also making it enjoyable for
everyone. Virtual sessions are the format now
and we encourage young girls and women
to attend and interact online. We’ve created
visuals and infographics to help explain
difficult concepts along with blogs, podcasts
and videos. Best is that recordings can be
made and played back. Participants are also
able to create visual and audio content.

MEET FOUR
OF OUR
MENTORS
WHO ARE
REACHING
OUT TO
THE BLN
VIRTUALLY

DUDU WULANI

NOKUBONGA MBADA

YONDELA
MANGXILA

SISIPHO NONGQAYI

FACEBOOK
We’ve also created a BLN Facebook page to
reach more members and we still have the
bigger BI Facebook page. It’s a place where
you can vent, share personal experiences,
worries and triumphs while receiving help from
the online community.
CONTACT US
To keep in touch follow us on our social media:
BLN - @BumbÍngomso LeadershipNetwork
Bumb’INGOMSO - @BumbingomsoProject
You can also join our BumbÍngomso
Leadership Network Closed Group.

AWARD
WINNING SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEUR,
BUHLE, CHATS TO US
ABOUT HIS STRIDES
AS A CHANGEMAKER
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE
EASTERN CAPE
WORDS: UNOLALI
PHOTO: SUPPLIED

BUHLE MIKHAIL NTSEBEZA

YOUR STORY
My early years were spent in the village of
Cala with my grandparents. I was everything
you would expect from a spoilt mzukulwana
growing up as Gran’s favourite (or so she
claimed). I then moved to stay with my mom
in Butterworth, later moving to East London. I
studied in Grahamstown, did my high school
in Cape Town, and my tertiary in Jozi. So yeah,
a real South African!
WHAT MAKES YOU WHO YOU ARE?
I think it was how I was raised: full of love and
happy times. I spent a lot of time in the streets
playing all sorts of games from Ndize to sports
like football, and later rugby. So I guess that
was the foundation for being a person who
enjoyed people, sports and team focused
objectives.

MOTIVATION BEHIND YOUR PHILANTHROPY
I guess coming from a family like mine
meant I was always going to have some
interest in being philanthropic. Beyond that,
I love people, particularly scholars. I feel you
can help them shape a better identity at a
young age. The older we get, the more our
personalities get cast in stone. Working with a
young person is refreshing because they have
an appetite to develop and you are able to
play a meaningful role in their overall growth.
STUDENTS RULE MOVEMENT
This was originally a student focused
magazine that we added a non-profit
component to that assists children from
disadvantaged communities. This work gave
us the greatest joy. In the main we run the
Anti-Substance Abuse Programs (ASAP)
that focus on extra mural activities as a tool
for social change. These include off the field
activities such as chess, drama, debating and
book clubs and four sports for now - athletics,
rugby, football and netball.
OLUTSHA WOLVES RUGBY CLUB
We decided to have a rugby team in part to
retain out of school youth. We teamed them up
with players, and before we knew it, we had a
quality side that went on to win the Grassroots
league in its inception year, 2019. It’s now a
team with aspirations of playing in the highest
leagues of the Border region one day.

SPORT AND LEADERSHIP
There isn’t just a connection between
sports and leadership, there is a marriage!
Sport teaches us so much: discipline,
communication skills, and the ability to play
within a team environment. These skills are
the basic foundations of leadership. Many
of the finest leaders, including tat’ Mandela
himself, were keen athletes and the lessons
they learnt whilst competing played a key role
in making them well rounded individuals and
leaders.
BUSINESS
I also have a business, and part of our
expansion is looking to create online content
focused on youth. It’s an idea that we have
had for a while and in 2021 I think it’s time it
became a priority. Olutsha Live is loading.
THE FUTURE
Changing lives and constantly moving the
needle of what’s possible is what I see myself
doing.
TO KEEP IN TOUCH
Follow on social media:
Olutsha Wolves Rugby Club
Students Rule Movement
043 741 3407

MAKING BANKING
CONVENIENT

WORDS: SIBONGILE
PORTIA JONAS
PHOTO: URIEL MONT - PEXELS

THINKING OF OPENING A BANK ACCOUNT? WELL HERE
ARE A FEW TIPS TO MAKE BANKING WORK FOR YOU.
A bank account is a must for you to have as
an individual or a business owner. Putting your
money in the bank keeps it safe and when
you need it, it’s there. But there are all sorts of
accounts and different charges, so be wise and
make sure your bank account doesn’t leave you
out of pocket.

WITHDRAWAL TIPS
To avoid high charges withdraw from your
banks ATM instead of other banks ATMs.
It’s also cheaper to use the cash back
system at local retail stores and to swipe
your card to pay for items bought at the
store.
PASSWORD TIPS
Create a password that is “strong” so it’s
difficult for a stranger to guess. Make the
password different from your social media
account log in. Don’t tell anyone what your
password is.
ATM SAFETY TIPS
Watch out for card scammers whenever
you use an ATM. Remember your pin
and don’t share the number with anyone.
Cover the screen so no one can see you
put in your pin number. It’s best to use
ATMs where there are security personnel.

WHAT BANK ACCOUNT SUITS YOU?
When opening a bank account take the time to
read up about them making sure to know what
each of these offers you.
CURRENT ACCOUNT
Gives you easy access to your money for every
day expenses. The debit card varies depending
on your income and each has their own bank
charges and service benefits. Some accounts
even have rewards programmes.
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
Helps you to save and manage your expenses
better. The interest rate you earn is usually higher
than a current account.
FIXED / DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
This is an investment account for savings that
you can only access after a certain number of
days. The investment can be any large amount
of money starting from R1,000 or more. This
money can be invested for weeks (short), months
(medium) or even years (long-term) depending on
what you choose with your banker.
RECURRING DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
On a monthly basis a set amount gets deposited
into this account and it works in a similar way to
a fixed deposit.

CREDIT ACCOUNT
An account that allows you to spend using a
credit card without having the money in the
account, but what you spend will need to be paid
back. Payment is either the full amount owed
each month, or be paid over a period of time at
an interest rate that gets higher the longer you
take to pay it back.
LOAN ACCOUNT
For home or personal loans. The interest rate
varies depending on how much you borrow and
how long you take to pay it back. Some banks
offer you access bonds so you can pay in more
money when you have it and then can also
withdraw money when you need it.
SAFER BANKING
Banks have now created safer banking systems
using technology which allows your money to be
accessed by a click of a button. You can avoid
queues by using devices like your cell phone,
laptop or tablet to do transfers, pay bills, buy
airtime or electricity and even send money to
loved ones from cell phone to cell phone.
FRAUD PRECAUTIONS THAT HELP
Cybercrime across the world is on the rise and
these crimes include the hacking of social media
accounts, emails and cell phones to gain access
to banking information.

VACCINES
SAVE LIVES
WHAT ARE VACCINES?
When you are immunised you get a vaccine
that helps to keep you safe and healthy from
infection. This can be either in an injection or
drops in the mouth. Vaccines help your body
to resist the disease by giving you protection if
you come in to contact with someone who has
the disease. It does this because your body
recognises the disease and its antibodies fight
the disease off.

WHY ARE VACCINES IMPORTANT?
Without them many babies and children could
get very sick and even die from childhood
diseases such as measles and polio. Smallpox
used to be a deadly disease but no one gets it
anymore thanks to the smallpox vaccine. There
are also many diseases like meningitis, rabies
and tetanus, even the common flu, that can
affect people of all ages and so being vaccinated
against these protect us.
GET THE VACCINES
Vaccines have saved millions of babies and
adults from dying. Diseases, like measles, are
a constant risk causing all kinds of serious
illnesses. This is why the Department of Health
has clinics across the country where you can get
immunised. Immunisations are free for children
from the time they’re born up to 12 years and
many girls and boys also get vaccinated at
school.
BUT, ARE VACCINES SAFE?
Vaccines have been used for hundreds of years
across the world. New vaccines are being
developed all the time and researchers follow
strict guidelines. A ‘vaccine candidate’ is first
tested in a laboratory to make sure it is safe. If
safe it gets tested on a small group of people
who volunteer for the human trial. Only when
it proves to work well on this group, and is

approved for use in your country, will it be given
to the general public.
ARE THERE SIDE EFFECTS?
Most people will not have any side-effects, but
side-effects are common, so a small number
will have these. The risk of side-effects and the
type of symptoms differ between people. It’s
good to know what side-effects you may get and
the nurse will explain these. If you are unsure of
anything ask.
WHAT ABOUT COVID-19?
To stay healthy and be safe from Covid-19 we
need to be vaccinated against the coronavirus
and countries across the world have been
vaccinating their people. South Africa’s
vaccination programme started amongst
healthcare workers, expanding to include people
over 60-years and vulnerable groups. Later in the
year and going into next year everyone between
18 and 60 years will be offered the vaccine.
Younger people will receive the vaccine only
once it’s been approved for them.
DO I HAVE TO HAVE IT?
It is recommended that everyone have the
vaccine but it is your choice. You won’t be forced
to have it but there is a lot of talk about needing
a vaccination to be able to travel to other
countries.

WHAT CAN I DO TO HELP?
Talk to your friends and family about getting the
Covid-19 vaccine and help those around you,
especially the elderly, to register online for the
vaccine. Before getting the Covid-19 vaccination
you must register on the National Department
of Health’s Electronic Vaccination Data System
(EVDS) – everyone needs to do this.
WHAT ABOUT OTHER VACCINES?
Remind and encourage mothers and fathers to
take their babies and children to get their regular
childhood vaccines. If any vaccinations have
been missed go to the clinic now, take their Road
to Health book and discuss catch-up options
with the nurse or doctor.
Visit
sacoronavirus.co.za
and click on the vaccine tab.
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